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Motivation

I Heterogeneous biophysical impacts of climate change, hit the
poorest regions the hardest (Byers et al., 2018; Arnell et al.,
2019)

I How does this heterogeneity translate in terms of economic
losses?

I Di�erences in sectoral/regional biophysical exposure may not
translate into proportional economic lossses



Motivation

I Sectors may be vulnerable to impacts elsewhere..
I reliance on intermediate goods from other sectors, weather

shocks propagating across borders along the supply chain
(Otto et al., 2017; Henriet et al., 2012), competition for inputs

I ... But economies may adjust through structural change
I demand reduction, specialization in other sectors, e�cient

production reallocation, e.g., agricultural production (Gouel
and Laborde, 2021; Baldos et al., 2019)

I Trade e�ects are ambiguous
I least a�ected regions may be in a better position to export to

international markets
I ... but may also su�er from raised importing prices of goods

produced in a�ected regions



Motivation

I We study reductions in labour productivity due to heat stress
I 1/3 of global workforce employed in sectors exposed to heat

stress - agriculture and construction (ILO, 2020) - almost 2/3
in low income countries

I We implement labour productivity losses due to climate
change in a general equilibrium model, capturing interactions
between regions and sectors



Modelling setup: Imaclim-R World

I Global, multi-sector, multi-region, general equilibrium model
(Waisman et al., 2012)

I Recursive, simulation model (no intertemporal optimisation)

I Features of particular interest in our case study:

I international trade: domestic and foreign goods are imperfect
substitutes

I labour markets are not perfectly �exible



Modelling setup: Heat stress impact module

I CO2 emissions converted to regional temperature changes,
assuming a linear response (Leduc et al., 2016), using the
Transient Climate Response to cumulative carbon Emissions

I Local warming converted to region and sector- speci�c labour
productivity reductions (Roson & Sartori, 2016)

I Each sector is assigned a category based on working conditions

markup -, and imperfect foresight to model 'routine' behaviours. The equilibrium is
second best and allows for capacity shortages, overcapacity and unemployment.

Three features of the model are of particular interest for our study. First, inter-
national trade of goods is modelled following the Armington assumption of imperfect
product competition. Agents consume composite goods that are a blend of domestic
and imported varieties. Armington elasticities govern substitutability between do-
mestic and foreign varieties of the same good. On the international market, exports
are aggregated into a pool and redistributed as imports based on region-speci�c terms
of trade. Second, labour markets are not perfectly �exible in the model, which limits
their ability to adjust in response to climate change impacts. Rigidities arise notably
because wage variations are constrained by a regional wage curve, which links real
wages to unemployment rate (Blanch�ower and Oswald, 1995). Finally, labour is not
substitutable with other inputs, owing to the Leontief speci�cation of the production
function.

2.2 Introducing heat stress impacts on labour productiv-

ity

We add a heat stress impact module to IMACLIM-R to relate anthropogenic CO2
emissions to future regional temperature changes. Local warming projections are
then converted into region and sector-speci�c labour productivity reductions. While
other approaches consider damages from exogenous physical change along di�erent
emission pathways (Takakura et al., 2017; Orlov et al., 2020), in our case emissions
are generated endogenously by the model. This full-coupling allows to provide a
representation of the economy and energy system that is consistent with the emissions
(see �gure 1).

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the methodology used to introduce reductions in
labour productivity in IMACLIM-R
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Scenarios

Central scenario

I Baseline consistent with SSP2

I Global temperature rises to 3.8 ◦C by 2100

I With and without climate impacts



Labour productivity changes across regions and sectors
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I Heterogeneous
productivity losses
across regions and
sectors

I US, Canada, Europe,
FSU little exposed

I India and rest of Asia
are the most exposed
regions



Economic losses are signi�cant, heterogeneous, increasing
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Direct vs. �nal impact
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Conclusion and further work

Signi�cant impact at the global level, heterogeneous impacts
across regions

I global GDP losses reach 1.5% by 2100 (SSP2, 3.8 ◦C)

I US, Canada, Europe, FSU may slightly gain; other regions lose

Direct vs. Final impacts

I Final impacts appear lower than direct impacts at the global
level

I Assessment of economic damages based on enumeration of
sectoral/regional damages may not be accurate

Further analysis required to explain the distribution of impacts

I Sensitivity analysis on terms of trade, rigidity of labour markets

I Sectoral analysis
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